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Closing the Loop (following up on last year's questions). If you would like to attach 
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hand corner).  

1. In your 16-17 program review update, you reflected on your program’s contributions to 
the College’s overall goal of improving student success. You identified strategies and 
activities your program planned to engage in to address this goal. Please describe your 
program’s progress over the past academic year.  

* a. What is the status of the project/activities/program improvements?  

Our Nutrition program is right on target of implementing the improvements noted in our last 

Program Review: 

1. All our faculty use the publisher's website to supplement lectures. Included are self-

quizzes, flash cards, case studies...to improve students grasp of knowledge. 

2. We continue to dialog with Counseling Department regarding implementing course pre-

req's & co-req's. 

3. Membership in the Nutrition Club flourishes and we hope to have volunteer tutors 
available to help current, struggling students in our various Nutrition classes. 

4. We continue to encourage our continuing Nutrition students to work as paid tutors. 

5. We continue to encourage students to take Counseling's Personal Growth class to 
improve their study skills. 

* b. What improvements (if any) do you notice in your success data?  

Overall, students enrolled in our fully on-line classes had higher success rates than those 

taking the same class in-person.  In general, ethnic groups had higher success rates if they 
enrolled in on-line classes versus on-campus classes.  

The academic rigor in on-line classes is comparable to our on-campus classes. Instructors are told 
to require the same or similar assignments and tests as on-campus classes but then to add Discussion 

questions and additional assignments or projects to their on-line class. This has been verified 
by peer evaluators who go into an on-line course to look closely at exams and assignments when 
evaluating an instructor. 



This last year we had a major increase of 14% in online class offerings due to the campus 

push for growth. In 2015-2016, 51% of our nutrition students were enrolled in on-campus 

classes compared to 49% in online. Then in 2016-2017, there was a dramatic increase in 

online classes to 63% and the on-campus classes declined to 37%. Although the numbers 

are small, it is interesting to note that the majority of ethnic groups not only had higher 

success rates but also higher GPA's in on-line versus in-person classes. Among African 

American students, there was a 16% increase in success rates and a 0.65 increase in GPA in 

online classes versus in-person classes in 2016/17. Why is this happening? Perhaps only 
better prepared and mature students have enrolled in our on-line classes, we don't know.   

  

* c. What barriers or obstacles have you encountered?  
With the growth and success of offering more on-line classes, we have instructors who only 

teach on-line feeling they don't need to come to pick up their campus mail nor attend 

meetings. They are disconnected from our program.  We are also concerned that because 

there are so few student evaluations of on-line instructors, we wonder how quickly the 

instructor responds to student email and is managing the class. In evaluating on-line 

instructors, the evaluator can see what is required of students, read the emails and 

Announcements but we need to find a way to increase student instructor evaluations. We 

appreciate the feedback from our liasion, Jonathan McLeod, and plan on using some of his 

ideas regarding ways we can improve our return rate of student evaluations.   

Looking Forward  

* 2. Identify one major area of focus for your program (e.g. integrating adjunct faculty, 
enhancing cultural competency, collaborating with high schools, etc.)  
We want to focus on better integrating online adjunct faculty. We are now offering so many 

online classes we want to improve the response rate of student evaluations of their 

instructor, which has been very low.  

* 3. In what ways does this focus contribute to the College’s goals of improving student 
success and what shifts have you seen (or do you hope to see) in your program data that 
you would attribute to this focus?  
This focus should continue and possibly improve student success by offering quality, well-

designed online classes. We are happy that the success of our ethnic diversity has improved 

compared to on-campus classes. Mesa College is very concerned with success rates 

specifically among African American students. For this group, on-campus the success rate 

dropped ten percent to 46% between 2015-2016; while, for the same group online it 

increased one percent to a 62% success rate.  

* 4. In what ways does this focus contribute to the College’s goals of reducing equity 
gaps and what shifts have you seen (or do you hope to see) in your equity data that you 
would attribute to this focus?  
Continued close monitoring of online classes for timely instructor response to students and 

academic rigor should further continue to reduce the equity gap. Our data, as reported 

above, show that most diverse groups of students have higher success rates online and we 

expect this to remain the same or increase.  



* 5. What other trends or patterns do you notice in the data that warrant further 
exploration?  
I would continue to watch the enrollment of various ethnic groups in all online & on-campus 

classes and their success rates.   


